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You should have...
First check you’ve got all the
fittings that come with your
Vertical blind.

Top fix brackets
min 2

Screws: min 4
Rawl plugs: min 4

Face fix brackets don’t
come with blinds to be
hung inside the window
(recess blinds). If you
need brackets, just call
us on 01274 354 738

How to fit and operate
your Vertical blind
Fitting your Vertical blind
Before you start, check you have your brackets
Your blind brackets are packed separately. The top fix brackets are in the headrail box and the face fix brackets
are in the louvre box. Check you’ve taken them out before you throw the packaging away.
You can fit your Web-Blinds Vertical blind in 4 straightforward stages. Just do these in order and you’ll soon
have your new blind up.
1. Fit the headrail
2. Adjust the cord that opens and closes the blind
3. Adjust the chain that operates the louvres
4. Fit the louvres

Stage 1: Fit the headrail
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Fitting your blind outside
the window (exact fitting)

To make sure the centre of the rail is precisely in
the middle of your window, the measurements at
either end (C) need to be the same. To work out C:

Face fixing
5c m

• measure the width of the blind (measurement
A). Write down the measurement.

Lightly screw the
short screws into
place. Position the
brackets approximately
5cm from the ends
Short sc rew
of the headrail.
A
Mark holes at A and
screw the brackets into place.

Take measurement B away from measurement A
and divide the answer by 2 to get measurement C.

Top fixing

• measure the width of the window (measurement
B). Write down the measurement.
Wood screws: min 4
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Now follow the instructions for face fixing.
Weights

A

Measure and mark
the distance any
handles stick out. Handle
Using the louvre
hanger, find and
mark the fitting
position (A). Drill the brackets into position 5cm
away from the side walls.

Stabilising chains: 2
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Face fixing

With carriage C closest to you, hook the back of
the headrail into the brackets. Tighten the short
screws to lock the headrail into place.

Hangers: one per louvre

Short
s c rew

Cord weight: 1

Fitting your blind inside the
window (recess fitting)
You need to decide whether to face fix or top fix
your blind.

Top fixing

C

Tilt and hook the front of the headrail into the
bracket, with carriage C closest to you. Press the
back up into position until it clicks. To release the
blind, push B up.

Top fix your blind to the lintel if:

A

• you have uPVC window frames, or
Blind: 1

• there are obstructions like handles

B

Face fix your blind if:
• you want to fit the bracket to the window frame

C

Stage 2: Fit the louvres
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Break open the plastic on the roll
of louvres. Keeping them in a
roll, peel off one at a time and
put a hanger (A) in each. Make
sure all hangers are the same
way up. This should be with the
protruding section facing the top.
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Starting from one end, snap the
stabilising chain on to the bottom
weights on both sides.
To pull the louvres from side to
side, use the cord. To rotate the
louvres, use the stabilising chain.

Clip the hangers onto the
carriage, making sure the fabric
overlaps are at the back and the
louvres are in an open position.

A

Operating your blind
Operating your blind is easy. Just follow these instructions.
• To control the angle of the louvres, pull gently on the side chain.
• To open and close the blind, pull gently on the cord
• Don’t use the cord to close the blind unless the louvres are fully open.
• If one of the louvres is out of alignment, pull the side chain until they’re all closed, then pull the side chain until they’re all
aligned. You might feel some resistance until they’re all back in place. Don’t be alarmed if it makes a noise whilst doing this.
• If the side chain connector reaches the headrail it will stop the louvres from rotating. If this happens, just pull the side chain
in the opposite direction until the connector is at the bottom of the loop.
• To make sure the louvres glide smoothly, try some silicon-based furniture polish inside the headrail.

Be safe
• Keep all cords and chains out of children’s reach.
• Install safety devices such as cleats and cord tidies to keep cords away from children.
• Move cots, beds and other furniture away from blinds

Need help fitting your blind? Call 01274 354 738
9am - 5pm, Monday to Friday and 9am -12pm Saturday

